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 tekno codex 1.9.446 dlcs no download required for the patch notes, the new features are going to be in the new codex. infantry
infantry cloaks infantry cloaks 1.4.382 dlcs no download required. medic medic cloaks medic cloaks 1.4.382 dlcs no download
required. military armored military armored trousers military armored trousers 1.4.382 dlcs no download required. submachine
submachine 1.4.382 dlcs no download required. turret artillery turret 1.4.382 dlcs no download required. carrier driver carrier
driver 1.4.382 dlcs no download required. It seems the download part of the new patch notes is finally available and now it has
been added to the codex it might be taken down again by another team or just the one who posted it. Anyways, the new patch

notes (update 1.4.382 to 1.9.446 dlcs) have been added to the codex. so it seems that we have two teams testing the same things
at the same time. here is what has been added to the codex.At first I thought they added the CC preview part of the codex but it
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seems that it will be added to the patch notes (as it is the only thing that is not covered by the dev team already, and not
everything is).So here are the new patch notes and the addition part of the codex.Plenty of changes have been made to the

different vehicles, weapons and stuff (including many things like new sounds and particles). as you can see, most of the dlc parts
of the codex are covered here as well. as you can see, a lot of things have been fixed to the already existing codex parts like the
weapon ammo, sound, and so on. Now it's time for the final part of the new patch notes, but this time I will not give you all the
information for the game itself, just give you the patch notes.So here it is, the patch notes 1.4.382 to 1.9.446 dlcs.First off the
last part of the patch notes:So you can see that most of the changes that have been made are focused on infantry, vehicles and

military things (not everything has been changed though) as well as a lot of new features. 82157476af
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